
Ascent Solutions extends Salesforce for a niche antique car parts distributor with the ability to 
efficiently manage specialized inventory and high volumes of omnichannel orders including eBay, to 
better delight customers.

Cars LLC (OldBuickParts.com) was looking for a way to modernize 

their systems to better manage 15,000+ SKUs consisting of 1 million 

specialized parts inventory.

Cars also needed an integration to their eBay store to more 

efficiently manage a large volume of orders, while 

having a single source of truth for new and historical sales.

Furthermore, disconnected systems and time-consuming manual 

data entry processes were prone for errors and provided poor 

inventory visibility and control.

Aethon Consulting, Ascent Solutions Certified Implementation 

partner, implemented Salesforce CRM, configured Ascent ERP, Ascent 

Financial  and mapped the integration to eBay, delivering a tailored 

solution that allows Cars to accurately track its parts and automate 

customers order fulfillment and returns processes. 

Cars has now accurate stock inventory visibility and control, moved 

away from spreadsheets and paper based processes. They are also 

able to properly manage their bills of materials (BOMs) to build the 

custom kits requested by their exigent customers.  

Since integrating Ascent2eBay, Cars employees save 8 hours per week 

per employee and are able to efficiently manage and fulfill thousands 

of annual orders, while reducing the time spent and manual errors. 

”Salesforce and Ascent Solutions has 
been a great technology platform for 
our needs at Cars LLC 
(OldBuickParts.com). We now have 
real time visibility and trackability of 
orders and parts, can create custom 
bills of materials, have more 
accurate sales data, and are able to 
scale our customer growth through 
channels like eBay more effectively 
with the Ascent eBay Connector.”
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https://ascenterp.com/
https://www.ebay.com/str/carsoldbuickparts
https://www.aethonconsulting.com/

